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2007 Yiasou Greek Festival
Go Greek this September. The Yiasou Greek Festival sponsored by Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Cathedral at 600 East Blvd. provides the opportunity to experience Hellenic cultural exhibits and authentic Greek cuisine along with pastries, entertainment and shopping. Festival hours are:
11 am until 8 pm Thurs, Sept 6;
11 am to 10 pm Fri and Sat, Sept 7 and 8; and
12 pm to 8 pm on Sun, Sept 9
Admission is $2.00.

Not a Book Lover?
Or, maybe you like books but just don’t have time to read? That doesn’t mean you can’t find entertainment at the library. These books are short on text, but big on entertainment!

Here are two books to Check-out!

PostSecret, by Frank Warren
Percolator: N71.W355 2005

And

Pride of Baghdad, by Brian K. Vaughan and Niko Hernrichon
Percolator: PN6728.P75 V38 2006

CQ Researcher
New/Old Database: CQ Researcher
We are happy to announce the return of CQ Researcher to our list of library databases this year. CQ Researcher provides students with a great place to start when researching a wide variety of topics. It particularly excels at controversial issues. One can access the information in different ways such as keyword searches or by browsing. The browsing feature, for example, allows one to select Energy, Renewable Energy Resources and Alternative Fuels, and then be able to choose from the following reports:
- Energy Efficiency
- Alternative Fuels
- Energy Security
- Nuclear Waste

Special points of interest:
- Greek Festival
  September 6th - 9th
- Alice Waters’ Visit
  September 26th & 27th

>Continued on page 2
CQ Researcher  (cont’d from page 1)

Renewable Energy

Nuclear Fusion

Each of these comes in a relatively standardized format which contains an overview of the topic along with background information and the current situation and outlook. Each report also contains pro and con essays from noted experts on the topic and a helpful chronology page. The chronology page (such as the one seen below) helps one to organize a paper along a chronological timeline (not the only way but a very common way to organize a required report). When doing a report on a topic and utilizing the CQ Researcher database it is important to note that other sources should be used as well, however, CQ is a great place to start. One last piece of advice when using CQ… If you print, it is best to pull up the .pdf version (by clicking on that option in the upper right hand corner of the screen). This will give you a much clearer copy of the material.

Dr. Richard Moniz
email me at richard.moniz@jwu.edu

Regular Library Hours

Mon-Wed 8:00 am-10:00 pm  Friday 8:00 am-4:00 pm
Thursday 8:00 am-9:00 pm  Saturday 12:00 pm-4:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm-8:00 pm

Yiasou Greek Festival  (cont’d from page 1)

Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Cathedral - 600 East Blvd., Charlotte, NC

Be sure to check out the marketplace with a variety of vendors where you can purchase jewelry, crafts, and gifts. However, the best part of the Greek festival is the food. Enjoy roasted lamb, Grecian baked chicken, spanakopita, Greek salads, baklava, gyro and souvlaki sandwiches. While you enjoy your meal, you can watch youth and adults from Holy Trinity dancing in traditional Greek costumes. There are games and activities for children as well. Before you leave, stop by the cathedral to learn more about the Greek Orthodox religion and to see the beautiful iconography. Tours of the cathedral are conducted on the hour throughout the festival.

To learn more about the festival and to get a sneak peek at the menus, go to http://wlww.yiasoufestival.org.

Jean Moats
Profile of Alice Waters

Alice Waters, chef, business owner, writer, and slow food advocate is coming to Charlotte in September for two days. Her visit is sponsored by both Charlotte Shout and Slow Food Charlotte. She will be speaking here at Johnson & Wales University. Watch the Campus Update for the date, time, and place.

Waters owns Chez Panisse, Chez Panisse Café and Café Fanny in Berkeley, California. The cuisine at Chez Panisse is credited with changing the eating habits of people since it’s opening in 1973. Here the diner finds local ingredients being used in the menus. As a chef and business owner, Waters seeks to be in relationship with the people who supply the restaurant’s food.

Waters is the author and co-author of numerous books including Chez Panisse Cooking and Chez Panisse Café Cookbook. The books offer the best recipes from the restaurants, using locally grown food. A new book, The Art of Simple Food: Notes, Lessons, and Recipes from a Delicious Revolution, is scheduled to be published later this year.

Today, Waters’ interests include the Edible Schoolyard and the Slow Food program. The Edible Schoolyard is a campaign to get local foods into schools and to use the gardens at the schools to teach children. Slow Food is an international organization that supports artisan food makers. Waters has also been a strong advocate for farmer’s markets.

To learn more about Alice Waters, check-out the book, Alice Waters and Chez Panisse, by Thomas McNamee along with her numerous titles.

These titles are available in the Charlotte campus library:
- Chez Panisse Café Cookbook
- Chez Panisse Cooking
- Chez Panisse Fruit
- The Chez Panisse Menu Cookbook
- Chez Panisse Pasta, Pizza & Calzone
- Chez Panisse Vegetables

Jean Moats

2007 Carolina Cake Show & Competition

Enter and attend the 2007 Carolina Cake Show & Competition sponsored by the North Carolina Chapter of the International Cake Exploration Societé (ICES). The show and competition will be Saturday, September 29, 2007 from 10 am to 5 pm at Carolina Place Mall, 11025 Carolina Place Parkway, Pineville, NC. Divisions include youth, beginner, culinary student, adult advanced, professional, wedding cakes and special techniques not on a cake. Advance registration must be postmarked by September 15, 2007. There will be an awards ceremony with great prizes. On-going demonstrations of many cake decorating skills will be held during the day on the mall stage. The show is open to the public. For more information and registration forms, go to http://www.angelfire.com/nc3/ncices/.

The 2007 Carolina Cake Show & Competition is an official Charlotte Shout! Event

Jean Moats
What makes the ordinary everyday special? At the beginning of this new school year, a book I just reread has made me think about this question in new ways. I have a lot of things I tell myself when I get stuck in the reality of everyday, that time when hours are long, energy wanes, and frustration builds. I think we all do, or at least we should have, things that keep us going when presented with various trials, in other words “Life.” I tell myself that “if I keep going I’ll get there” or “that everything that happens is an opportunity.” I believe that if I work at doing the next thing I know how to well; then, when it comes to what I don’t know how to do, I’ll find the courage to work it out. How does one start well and finish well? How does one succeed?

I always like new beginnings a lot!! Especially when my mind is crowded or things don’t seem to be going right; even a day away for a mental and emotional break seems to help me look at everything with new perspective. New beginnings present chances to dream again, time to make changes and take chances, and opportunities for new choices. Endings are great too! Endings provide us with special times for celebrating all that has been accomplished; but what are we about during all the ordinary everyday happenings which take place between beginnings and endings?

Andy Andrews, author of The Traveler’s Gift, made me take another look at what it means to succeed. I want to start this year out with high hopes; but even more I don’t want those hopes to disappear into thin air. I want to end the year having learned something new by taking some chances and making some changes. Reading The Traveler’s Gift helped me see that it would do me good to have some new tools for keeping hope alive everyday. I could benefit with ways to began anew more often.

The Travelers’ Gift introduces a man called David Ponder who has lost hope and seems unable to find a way out of the mess he is in — his own mess. The author takes Ponder and us on a journey to meet 7 historical people who each have a gift to give. Each gift is a way for us not to lose hope during the times between beginning our dreams, changes, or new choices and our special celebrated endings. As we visit with each of these 7 people, we are presented with a means to success in those times when everyday ordinary life has taken hold and there seems to be no end in sight and no hope left.

I love to read; but usually I am not brought to tears when reading a book. While reading this book I was. I am not a Civil War buff. But my visit with Joshua Chamberlain made me see that most of the time the important choices are made during the time between beginnings and endings. Busy going from one thing to another I forget that I have choices. I had to read slowly, to put the book down, and ponder each gift. Two presidents, a king, a civil war general, a navigator, and a German-Jewish teenager gave me hope that my life would change this year. You will find hope too if you pick up The Traveler’s Gift and take some time to go on a journey — actually 7 journeys.

If you have a something you use to get you going when times get hard, then you also have a gift! Between beginnings and endings, when you are faced with various trials, what keeps your hope alive and helps you start again? Would you let me know so I can share your gift in one of the next issues of “The Queen City Brew?” All of us can use a bit of encouragement and this would be a quick way for you to encourage others in our school community. Just email your gift to: lmeckes@jwu.edu

Linda Meckes


Visit the Percolator!

Located by the windows in the front corner of the library, the Percolator has some of the best popular Books and DVDs for you to pick up!
**Not a Book Lover? (cont’d from page 1)**

**PostSecret, by Frank Warren**

Percolator Book

Everybody loves a secret, right? They tempt you to buy magazines (“The SECRET to…”), watch celebrity biographies on TV (“Blah Blah’s SECRET life”), and spend two hours of your life watching that King Tut show where they promise they’re going to tell you who murdered him and they NEVER do. (I refuse to believe I’m the only one still bitter about that one.) Unlike those perpetual disappointments, *PostSecret* fully delivers on its promise to bare strangers’ souls. Frank Warren’s art and literature project is a compilation of anonymous postcards on which people reveal their deepest, darkest secrets. From page to page, the secrets strike different chords, some mischievous (“I give decaf to customers who are RUDE to me”) and some sadly introspective (“I hate people who remind me of myself”). Warren provides visual interest by printing the postcards he’s encouraged his soul-barers to use as artwork, and as I read I found myself constantly thinking that I had just seen the coolest postcard, ever. *PostSecret* won’t tell you who killed King Tut, but I can promise that it will light that creative spark and get you thinking about your own secrets.

Christine Tran

---

**Pride of Baghdad, by Brian K Vaughan and Niko Hernichon**

Percolator Book

In 2003, four starving lions dug out of their pen at the Baghdad Zoo to roam the city searching for food. Their uncertain futures were similar to hundreds of other animals at that zoo who were stolen by looters or left to starve by zookeepers forced to flee the fighting. *Pride of Baghdad* tells the story of these four lions in graphic novel format, combining rapid-fire dialogue with vivid, sometimes shocking illustration. More than just an account of escaped wildlife, this novel explores the choice between freedom and survival that people in war are often forced to make. I highly recommend *Pride of Baghdad* as an inventive depiction of the war in Iraq - a definite departure from news clips and presidential press releases!

Christine Tran

---

**A Taste for Literature**

“And Tom brought him chicken soup until he wanted to kill him. The lore has not died out of the world, and you will still find people who believe that soup will cure any hurt or illness and is no bad thing to have for the funeral either.”

*John Steinbeck*

*East of Eden*
Warren Buffett

Buffett Reads

My selection this month features the materials we have on Warren Buffett, the highly successful investor, businessperson, and philanthropist. Named second richest person in the world by Forbes in April of 2007, Buffett’s net worth is estimated at over 52 billion dollars today. (Forbes.com)

I am using the term “read” in the broadest possible sense…you can read a book, magazine, or website, and you can also get a read on something by listening or watching. Books, audio books and DVDs are just three varieties of materials that the library has to offer! But, as you can see from the reference above there are many types of reading and yes, blogs do count. Just be aware that you will find information from both experts and crackpots on the Internet. Find out who the author is, what his or her credentials are, be conscious of any bias, and always verify the information.

Biographies and other works written by or about well-known people offer insight into their private lives, their struggles and accomplishments, and the time in which they live (d). The road to success or failure can be a superhighway or a slow and winding back road. We can learn much from reading and studying the journeys of others. For a crash course on Warren Buffett you might try the following.

Buffett & Gates Go Back to School, PBS Home Video

Graduate students from the University Of Nebraska College Of Business Administration question Warren Buffett and Bill Gates on topics of management, business philosophy, investment, and life. Aside from being two of the wealthiest men in the world, these two men share a common desire to use their wealth to help others. Their answers to student questions are open, honest, lively, and often amusing.

The Real Warren Buffett, by James O’Laughlin

Buffett is known as a down-to-earth, self-made man. If you only know Warren Buffett from the headlines, this book is an excellent resource to learn about his management and investment style. It is a well-written work that expounds upon Buffett’s wisdom by offering real-life examples of how his principles have worked in the many companies with which Buffett has forged relationships.

The Tao of Warren Buffett, by Mary Buffett & David Clark

Buffettology is a word coined to describe the study of Warren Buffett’s advice on management and investment. His wisdom is distilled in this audio book to simple principles and short examples of how they have worked in his career. This format works well with an audio book, though from time to time you may find yourself turning off the audio player for a few minutes to ponder Buffett’s ideas.

Learning about someone like Buffett can be fun – watching the DVD and laughing at the self-effacing humor these two men share; thought provoking – listening to the audio and connecting Buffett’s principles to your own life and philosophy; and enriching – in both the knowledge gained and the potential for investment advice that may serve the book’s reader well.

Oh, and by the way…Buffett reads! When asked by a student in Buffett & Gates Go Back to School, what super power he would like to have, his answer? He would like to be a super fast reader. As a youth he is
and, by the way, Buffett Reads

Oh, and by the way...Buffett reads! When asked by a student in Buffett & Gates Go Back to School, what super power he would like to have, his answer? He would like to be a super fast reader. As a youth he is reported to have read every book on finance in the Omaha Public Library. In the DVD, The Tao of Warren Buffett, his advice to a student on the most important business course was accounting. Buffett says that “accounting is the language of business,” and he believes that the ability to read financial reports is paramount to a successful business career. Jeff Matthews of Kudlow and Company, LLC, an economic research and consulting firm, reports that Buffet’s advice to attendees of this year’s annual meeting of Berkshire-Hathaway was to “Read everything you can.” (Matthews)

As a librarian and an avid reader, I can say that I wholeheartedly agree with that statement. I feel that it is important, no matter what your chosen career path, to read all you can about it.

See you in the library!


Rhonda Trueman

New Arrivals: Books

-10 Simple Solutions to Stress
-20/20 Thinking
-40 Days and 40 Nights
-A Brief History of Archaeology: classical times to the twenty-first century
-A Brief History of the Human Race
-A Devil’s Chaplain
-A Dirty Job
-Addiction: why can’t they just stop
-Alias Grace
-American Fascists
-Amsterdam
-Any Human Heart
-Arrowsmith
-Between God and Gangsta Rap
-Between Two Worlds
-Blood Diamonds
-Character is Destiny
-Charming Billy
-Civil Wars: a battle for gay marriage
-Conservationist
-Crossing Over; a Mexican family on the migrant trail
-Darwin’s Blind Spot (2 copies)
-Death Etc.
-Deepness in the Sky
-Defining Moment: FDR’s 1st 100 Days
-Dewey and Eros: wisdom and desire in the art of teaching
-Discovering Our Past: a brief Introduction to archaeology
-Dragon’s Teeth
-Earth: an intimate history
-Einstein: his life and universe
-Emotional Intelligence Quick Book
-Endless Universe: a new history of the cosmos
-Energy Autonomy
-Extinction: bad genes or bad luck?
-Extinction: how life on earth nearly ended 250 million years ago
-Falling Through the Earth

(Continued on page 8)
New Arrivals: Arts & Science Books (cont’d)

-Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
-Feeding the Fire: the lost history and uncertain future of mankind’s energy addiction
-Flat Broke with Children: women in the Age of welfare reform
-Fooled by Randomness
-Forever Peace
-From Here to Eternity
-G: a novel
-Getting the Love You Want
-God’s War: a new history of the crusades
-Going After Cacciato
-Going Up The River: travels in a prison nation
-Goodbye, Columbus and Five Short Stories
-Greek & Roman Warfare
-Guard of Honor
-Harlot’s Ghost
-Healing a Broken Heart
-Heat and Dust
-Hip: a history
-Holler If You Hear Me
-Honey In the Horn
-How To Quit Drinking Without A.A.
-House of Bush, House of Sand
-How Late It Was, How Late
-How To Change Anybody
-How We Believe
-Human Cargo: a journey among refugees
-Humboldt’s Gift
-I Will Bear Witness: a diary of the Nazi Years, 1933-1941
-If I Die In a Combat Zone
-In America
-In Small Things Forgotten: an archaeology of early American Life
-Is Bill Cosby Right?
-It’s All In Your Head
-Jane Goodall: the woman who redefined man
-Jazz
-Jonathan Strange and Mr. Norrell
-Learning To Love Yourself: finding you Self-worth
-Learning to Talk: disciplinary perspectives
-Life: a natural history of the first Four billion years of life on earth
-Life’s Solution
-Linked
-Little Heathens
-Living Fully with Shyness and Social Anxiety
-Lowly Origin
-Making Malcolm
-Managing Your Emotions
-Marting Dressler: the tale of an American dreamer
-Mating
-Medical Apartheid
-Midnight At The Dragon Café
-No Country for Old Men
-No Exit
-No More Mr. Nice Guy
-Not Necessarily The New Age
-Now In November
-Oracle Bones
-Oscar and Lucinda
-Our Posthuman Future: consequences of the biotechnology revolution
-Paco’s Story
-Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha
-Outgrowing the Earth
-Pandora’s Baby: how the first test tube Babies sparked the reproductive Revolution
-Paris Trout
-Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
-Possession
-Presidential Courage
-Pride
-Prisoner of Tehran
-Pursuit of Glory
-Rainbows End
-Reading the Rocks: the autobiography of the earth
-Rites of Passage
-Sabbath’s Theater
-Sacred Hunger
-Safe Trip To Eden
-Science and Anti-Science
-Sick: the untold story of America’s health care crisis — and the people who pay the price
-Sophie’s Choice
-Spartina
-Spectator Bird
-Stop Living Your Job and Start Living Your Life
-Stumbling On Happiness
-Suicidal Planet
-Tar Baby
-Teach With Your Heart: lessons I learned From the freedom writers
-The Art Of Possibility
-The Assault On Reason
-The Black Swan
-The Book of Illusions

(Continued on page 9)
New Arrivals: Arts & Science Books (cont'd)

- The Breast Cancer Wars: hope, fear, & the pursuit of a cure in twentieth-century America
- The Castle in the Forest
- The Cichlid fishes: nature’s grand Experiment in evolution
- The Classical World: an epic history From Homer to Hadrian
- The Control of Nature
- The Dark Side of the Light Chasers
- The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell
- The Echo Maker
- The Edge of Sadness
- The Eighth Day
- The Exceptional Presenter
- The Fabric of Reality
- The Famished Road
- The Fixer
- The Flip Side
- The Friendship Factor
- The Gospel According To The Son
- The Heartless Stone
- The Hellenistic Age: a short history
- The Journey of Man (2 copies)
- The Last Days of the Incas
- The Late George Apley
- The Little Ice Age
- The Lucifer Effect
- The Magic Barrel
- The Mating Mind
- The Meaning of It All
- The Millionaire Next Door
- The Naked and the Dead
- The New Skepticism: inquiry and reliable knowledge
- The Noonday Demon: an atlas of depression
- The Origin of Humankind
- The Painted Veil
- The Planets
- The Pride of Liberty
- The Psychology of Anomalous Experience
- The Richness of Life
- The Road to Reality
- The Road
- The Shame of the Nation
- The Song of the Dodo
- The Things They Carried (2 extra copies)
- The Third Chimpanzee
- The Time Before History: 5 million years of human impact
- The Tree: a natural history of what trees are, how they live, and why they matter
- The Wapshot Chronicle

- The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle
- The World Without Us
- The Yearling
- Thermopylae
- Under the Banner of Heaven
- UnSpun
- War Made New
- Warped Passages
- Warrior of the Light
- Waters of Kronos
- What Is Secular Humanism?
- Wizard’s First Rule
- Woman in Charge
- Working IX to V
- World of the Vikings
- World’s Fair
- The Allure of Toxic Leaders
- Why is Sex Fun?: The Evolution of Human Sexuality
- Fossils: A Key to the Past
- Handbook of Classroom Management: Research, Practice, and Contemporary Issues
- Human Impact on Ancient Environments
- The End of the Dinosaurs: Chicxulub Crater and Mass Extinctions
- The Human Career
- The Population Bomb
- The Riverkeepers
- Blood Diamonds
- Little Heathens
- Pursuit of Glory
- The World Without Us
- What Is Secular Humanism?
- Revisiting Outcomes Assessment in Higher Education
- The Story of Life
- America Alone: The Neo-Conservatives and the Global Order
- America at the Crossroads: Democracy, Power, and the Neoconservative Legacy
- American Conservatism: An Encyclopedia
- Attention Deficit Democracy
- Barbershops, Bibles, and Bet: Everyday Talk and Black Political Thought
- Eight Ways to Run the Country: A New and Revealing Look at Left and Right
- Radicals for Capitalism: A Freewheeling History of the Modern American Libertarian Movement
- Strictly Right: William F. Buckley Jr. and the American Conservative Movement
- Terror in the Balance: Security, Liberty, and the Courts

(Continued on page 10)
"I want to commend you on the organization of your books. All the books on the same subject are together."
(Funny You Should Ask, #84, Gale Group)

New Arrivals: Arts & Sciences (cont'd)

- The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order
- The Essential Russell Kirk: Selected Essays
- The President, the Pope, and the Prime Minister: Three Who Changed the World
- Varieties of Conservatism in America
- Why I Turned Right: Leading Baby Boom Journeys Seeker Spin Spin Control
- The Dark Side of the Light Chasers
- The Razor's Edge
- Are We Rome?: The Fall of an Empire and the Fate of America
- Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Movement in the World Came into Being and Why No One Saw It Coming
- Endgame: The Problem of Civilization, Vol. 1
- Lay of the Land
- Lemon Tree
- On Desire: Why We Want What We Want
- People Get Screwed All the Time: Protecting Yourself From Scams, Fraud, Identity Theft, Fine Print, and More
- Counting Heads
- Eiselheim
- Half of a Yellow Sun
- How to Live Low Carbon Life
- Iron Council
- Middle Passages
- Never Be Late Again
- State of War: The Secret History of the CIA and the Bush Administration
- What Do You Care What Other People Think?
- The Time Before History: 5 Million Years of Human Impact
- Seven Daughters of Eve (signed copy)
- Hugo Chavez: Oil, Politics, and the Challenge to the U.S.
- Nature Via Nurture: Genes, Experience, and What Makes Us Human Neanderthals, Bandits and Farmers: How Agriculture Really Began
- Scholarships, Grants and Prizes 2008
- Shaping Life
- The Meme Machine
- Worse Than Watergate
- The Human Inheritance

Business

- Apparel Merchandising: the line starts here
- Better Places, Better Lives
- Confessions of a Serial Entrepreneur
- TrammellCrow: a legacy in real estate Innovation
- Angel Financing for Entrepreneurs
- Appreciative Coaching: a positive process
- Developing and Branding the Fashion Merchandising Portfolio
- Entrepreneurship
- Handbook of Leadership Development
- Leading In A Time of Change
- Making Questions: a guide to work
- Retreats That Work
- Skilled Facilitator Field Book
- 101 Mission Statements From Top Companies
- Ignited: managers light up your company and career for more power more purpose and more success
- Move The World: persuade your audience
- American’s Marketplace
- Business Process Outsourcing: process
- Dollars And Cents Of Shopping Centers 2006
- Leading The Global Workforce: best
- Mastering Virtual Teams
- No More Cold Calling: the breakthrough system that will leave your competition in the dust
- Pfeiffer’s Classic Activities For Managing Conflict at Work
- Project Management For Business Professional
- Walt Disney: the triumph of the American imagination
- Becoming A Coaching Leader: the proven strategy for building a team of champions
- Creating Wealth: retire in 10 years using Allen’s seven principles of wealth
- Great Boom Ahead: your guide to personal & business profit in the New Era of prosperity
- The 16% Solution
- The Art of War for Women: Sun Tzu’s Ancient strategies and wisdom for winning at work

(Continued on page 11)
New Arrivals: Business (cont’d)

-Trade Your Way to Financial Freedom
-What Works on Wall Street
-At the Crest of the Tidal Wave: a forecast for the Great Bear Market
-Encyclopedia of Globalization
-Entrepreneurship: the engine of growth
-New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics And the Law
-Visual Merchandising and Display
-Public Relations Writer’s Handbook
-Think And Grow Rich
-First-Time Leaders of Small Groups
-Send: Think Before You Click
-Spectacle
-Taboos of Leadership
-OECD Factbook 2007: economic, environmental, and social indicators
-Wikinomics: how mass collaboration changes everything
-Negotiation Boot Camp: the twelve week Program to resolving conflict, satisfying Customers
-Six Fundamentals of Success
-Trading For a Living
-Why We Buy: the science of shopping
-Brains! Harnessing the Power of Emotional Intelligence
-Wine Atlas of Australia
-Wine: From Grape to Glass (2 copies
-The Cheese Lover’s Companion
-Remembrance of Repasts: An Anthology of Food and Memory
-Desserts and Wines
-The Filipino-American Kitchen
-Wine, Food & Friends
-The Greyston Bakery Cookbook
-The Breakaway Japanese Kitchen
-Culinaria Germany
-Culina Mundi
-Field Guide to Seafood
-Wine: A Cultural History from Around the World
-Wine Memories: Great Writers on the Pleasures of Wine
-The Book of Wine
-Wine Atlas of New Zealand
-Lobel’s Meat and Wine: Great Recipes for Cooking and Pairing
-The Young Man & the Sea: Recipes & Crispy Fish Tales from Esca
-Great Gluten-Free Baking
-Math for Life and Food Service
-Mediterranean Grilling
-Fish Forever
-Chocolate Bar
-The Zen of Fish: The Story of Sushi, from Samurai to Supermarket
-Alice Waters and Chez Panisse
-Pairing Wine and Food
-The Breakaway Cook
-Leiths Fish Bible
-A Canon of Vegetables
-Matching Food and Wine: Classic and Not So Classic Combinations
-East of Paris: The New Cuisines of Austria and the Danube
-Ripe for Dessert
-My Italian Garden
-Wine Wit and Wisdom
-Simple French Food
-The Art of Scottish-American Cooking
-Tasting Chile: A Celebration of Authentic Chilean Foods and Wines
-The Summer Shack Cookbook: The Complete Guide to Shore Food
-The South Beach Diet
-Japanese Dishes for Wine Lovers
-Pork & Sons
-I’m Just Here for the Food Version 2.0
-Moonshine!
-The Art of the Dessert
-Backstage with Julia
-Charlotte Taste: a collection of recipes From Charlotte’s finest restaurants
-Leadership Lessons From A Chief: finding time to be great
-Champagne and Sparkling Wine
New Arrivals: **Hospitality**

- *Managing Human Resources in Africa*
- *Unforgivable Blackness*
- *Rwanda: the Bradt Travel Guide*
- *Culture & Customs of France*
- *Culture & Customs of Jordan*
- *Lonely Planet Morocco*
- *Uganda: the Bradt Travel Guide*
- *All That’s Good: the story of Butch Stew*
- *Developing a successful Sport Marketing plan*
- *Go, Tigers!*
- *Hospitality Services: food & lodging teacher’s guide*
- *Luxury Hotel Golf Resorts*
- *Ring Of Fire: the Emile Griffith Story*
- *Golf 1900-1999*
- *National Geographic Traveler: China*
- *Hotel Convention Sales, Services, and Operations*
- *Globalizing Human Resources Management*
- *Segmentation Strategies for Hospitality*
- *Travel + Leisure’s the Best of 2007*
- *Just Six Guests*
- *Luxury Hotels: beach resorts*
- *Belgium & Luxembourg*
- *Culture & Customs of Rwanda*
- *Insight Guides Canada*
- *Hey, That’s My Music! Music Supervision, Licensing, and Content Acquisition*
- *Zagat America's Top Golf Courses*
- *Zagat New York City Nightlife*
- *Zagat Paris Restaurants 2007-2008*
- *Zagat World's Top Hotels, Resorts & Spas*
- *2005 Recording Industry Sourcebook*
- *Billboard Illustrated Encyclopedia of Music*
- *Billboard Illustrated Encyclopedia of Rock*
- *Career Opportunities in the Sports Industry*
- *Encyclopedia of Holidays and Celebration*
- *Careers in Focus: Travel & Hospitality, 3rd Ed.*
- *Careers in Focus: Sports*
- *Holidays Symbols and Customs, 3rd Ed.*
- *Zagat Atlanta Restaurants*
- *Zagat Los Angeles Nightlife*
- *Zagat San Francisco Nightlife*
- *Zagat Washington, DC/ Baltimore Restaurants*
- *Concert Support Services Directory 2006-2007*
- *Talent Buyer Directory 2007-2008*
- *Concert Venue Directory 2007*
- *Artist Management Directory 2007*
- *Pollstar 25th Anniversary Edition*
- *Pollstar: Year End 2006*
- *Who's Buying for Travel? 3rd Ed.*
- *Best Customers: demographics of consumer demand, 4th ed.*
- *American Men: who they are and how they live, 2nd ed.*
- *American Women: who they are and how they live, 3rd ed.*
- *Demographics of the US, 2nd Ed.*
- *Who's Buying Alcoholic & Non-Alcoholic Beverages?*
- *Who's Buying Entertainment?*
- *Access to the 2001 National Household Travel Survey*
- *American Marketplace*
- *Specs: The Foodservice and Purchasing Specifications Manual for Students*
- *Facilities Management: Innovation and Performance*
- *How to Start a Wedding Planning Business*
- *Introduction to Casino and Gaming Operations*
- *Start & Run Your Own Record Label*
- *Sustainable Tourism*
- *The Facility Manager's Guide to Finance & Budgeting*
- *This Business of Artist Management*
- *This Business of Broadcasting*
- *This Business of Music Marketing & Promotions*
- *This Business of Music: the definitive guide*
- *This Business of Television*
- *What They'll Never Tell You About the Music Industry*
- *Franchising for Dummies with CDROM*
- *Insight Guides: Australia*

(Continued on page 13)
New Arrivals: Hospitality (cont’d)

- Start Your Own Day Spa and More
- Insight Guides: Argentina
- About Wine
- New Bar and Club Design
- Restaurant Design
- The Sushi Economy
- Starting a Small Restaurant
- Restaurant Graphics
- Entertainment Law in a Nutshell
- Geography of Tourism and Recreation
- Global Airlines: Competition in a Transnational Industry
- Hotels No More!: a guide to alternative lodging
- Managing Indoor Air Quality
- Outdoor Recreation in America: (Rev)
- Wine Marketing & Sales: success strategies for a saturated market
- Worldwide Destinations: the geography of travel and tourism

-Snow Flower and the Secret Fan
-This Lullaby
-Where the Heart Is
-The Floor of the Sky
-Fortunate Son
-Joe College
-The Law of Similars
-The Lovely Bones
-Lucia, Lucia
-A Thousand Splendid Suns
-Drinking Coffee Elsewhere
-Some People, Some Other Place
-American Born Chinese
-Antique Bakery Vol 1
-Antique Bakery Vol 2
-Antique Bakery Vol 3
-Antique Bakery Vol 4
-Deogratias, a Tale of Rwanda
-Identity Crisis
-The 9/11 Report: a graphic adaptation
-Heart-Shaped Box
-Odd Thomas
-The Keep
-Me Talk Pretty One Day
-Simple Genius
-The Second Chair
-The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency
-The Woods
-Break No Bones
-Killing Floor
-Grave Secrets
-Dear Exile: the story of a friendship
-Separated (for a year) by an ocean
-Kabul Beauty School
-Behind the Veil
-A Long Way Gone: memoirs of a boy soldier
-A Hundred & One Days
-Bright Lights, Big Ass: a self-
-Indulgent, surly, exsorority girl’s Guide to why it often sucks in the City, or who are these idiots and why do they all live next door to me?
New Arrivals: Videos/DVDs

-Russell Simon’s Def Comedy Jam
-The Terminal
-Laws of Attraction
-Down to Earth
-28 Days
-Can’t Hardly Wait
-Like Mike
-Dance With Me
-The Banger Sisters
-Riding In Cars With Boys
-Enough
-Connie and Carla
-Deliver From Eva
-Scream 2
-Where the Heart Is
-American Beauty
-Desperately Seeking Susan
-Dangerous Minds
-Basketball Diaries
-Scream
-There’s Something About Mary
-Never Been Kissed
-My Best Friends Wedding
-Darrin’s Dance Grooves
-8 Mile
-Beyoncé Live At Wednesday
-Billy Madison
-Happy Gilmore
-Big Daddy
-Mow Stella Got Her Groove Back
-Murder By Numbers
-The Best of Friends: season 1
-Sister Act 2: back in the habit
-Sister Act
-Bringing Down the House
-How To Be A Player
-The War Of The Roses
-Ghost
-Grosse Pointe Blank
-Blind Date

-Die Hard With A Vengeance
-Die Hard 2
-Grease 2
-The Accused
-A Time To Kill
-Someone Like You
-The Craft
-Halloween H2O

-Decode Ferran Adria
-The Next Industrial Revolution: William McDonough, Michael Braugart, and the birth of the sustainable economy
-The Corporation
-Who Killed the Electric Car?
-20/20 Carb Crazy
-Nightline: sports brawls
-Nightline: cut down to size
-Nightline: the man behind the Marriott Empire
-Modern Marvels: Tea
-Modern Marvels: Video Games
-The Kobe Case: Bill Kurtis Special Report
-Inside Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade
-Origins of Racing DVD Set (Rumrunners, Moonshiners, and Bootleggers; Automaniac: Moonshine Cars; Modern Marvels: Drag Racing
-The Indianapolis 500
-Biography: Ben & Jerry
-Biography: P. T. Barnum
-Biography: J. W. Marriott
-Biography: Leona Helmsley
-Biography: The Hilton Family
-Investigative Reports: playing to extremes
-The Coors: a family brew
-Sexual Harassment: what it is, what it’s Not, what to do about it
-American Experience: Miss America
-Ultimate Factories
-Modern Marvels: Walt Disney World
-“What Will We Eat?” The Search For Healthy Local Food DVD

(Continued on page 15)
New Arrivals: Audio Books and Videos/DVDs

- ABC News 20/20 Lobsters
- ABC News Mindless Eating/Premium Vodka/Daring Rescue at Sea
- ABC News Nightline Women Gamblers/Anatomy Of a Twinkie/Flirt in Traff
- Modern Marvels: Cheese
- Modern Marvels: China’s Great Dam
- Modern Marvels: City Water
- Modern Marvels: Copper
- Modern Marvels: Engines
- Modern Marvels: Nuclear Tech
- Modern Marvels: Power Plants
- Modern Marvels: Quarries
- Modern Marvels: Sewers
- Modern Marvels: Traffic
- NOVA Global Warming
- The Search for Adam
- Modern Marvels: Aqueducts
- Brief History of Time
- Journey of Life: Human Life
- Journey of Life: Living Together
- Secrets of Archaeology Set
- The Real Eve
- Colors Straight Up
- Crisis
- I Am A Promise
- The Atomic Café
- The Awful Truth (Seasons 1 & 2)
- The Execution of Wanda Jean
- The First Amendment Project
- Tying the Knot
- Dreamworlds 3
- Killing Us Softly
- Tough Guise
- Iron Jawed Angels
- Star Wars: Episodes I, II, III, IV, VI
- Burden of Innocence (VHS)
- Harvest of Fear
- Living Old (VHS)
- Postville: When Cultures Collide
- Born Rich

- Making of the Fittest (MP3 CD)
- Social Intelligence: the new science of human relationships
- On Chesil Beach
- King of the World: Muhammad Ali and the rise of an American hero
- The Forgotten Man: a new history of the great depression
- What Would MacGyver Do?
- The Demon in the Freezer
- Democracy Matters
- The Reagan Diaries
- The Reluctant Fundamentalist
- A Thousand Barrels A Second: the coming oil break point and the challenges facing an energy dependent world
- Too Far From Home
- Audacity of Hope
- The Long Walk
- A Man Without A Country
- Me To We
- Wedding Cake Design Pro CD